Adaptive optics light-sheet microscopy based on direct wavefront sensing without any guide star.
We propose an adaptive optics light-sheet fluorescence microscope (AO-LSFM) for closed-loop aberrations' correction at the emission path, providing intrinsic instrumental simplicity and high accuracy when compared to previously reported schemes. The approach is based on direct wavefront sensing, i.e., not on time-consuming iterative algorithms, and does not require the use of any guide star, thus reducing instrumental complexity and/or sample preparation constraints. The design is based on a modified Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor providing compatibility with extended sources such as images from optical sectioning microscopes. We report an AO-LSFM setup based on such sensors, including characterization of the sensor performance, and demonstrate for the first time to the best of our knowledge a significant contrast improvement on neuronal structures of the ex vivo adult drosophila brain in depth.